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in the districts, showing off beautifully landscaped homes as well as

highlighting 3 projects that received COAs. The projects highlighted are

not necessarily examples of preservation as the properties are considered

non-contributing to the districts but highlight applications where the

Commission worked with the applicant to make their projects work in

accord with the design guidelines.

The GHDC has seen a lot of investment in the districts this year, despite

the effects of COVID-19. Since January, we have received 38 Certificate of

Appropriate applications. The Commission heard 18 proposals and

commission staff reviewed 20 minor work applications on behalf of the

GHDC, Out of all applications, 28 were approved, 7 were approved with

conditions and 3 were not approved. 

eventually led me to my home in

Brookwood and my career as a project

designer for an architectural firm in

Charlotte. My interest in older homes is all

my parents fault, growing up in a 1930's

brick cape cod with arched entry ways,

crank out leaded windows and built ins

galore, how could I help it? Happy to be a

part of the HDC of Gastonia."

.

Historic district

commission meeting

information

The Gastonia Historic District

Commission encourages you to

attend their monthly meeting

which is held the fourth

Thursday of every month (if

there is an application to be

reviewed) beginning at 6 pm.

During the COVID-19 Phase 1, 

 2 and 2.5 Safer at Home order

for COVID-19, the Historic

District Commission's public

hearings are held remotely via

zoom and live streamed via

www.cityofgastonia.com. The

next dates for the full

commission meetings for 2020

are: October 22, and December

10 (Nov/Dec combined

meeting). Future meeting

dates will be posted at:

The GHDC is pleased to have two new members join the board: James

Henson and Camille Fox. James Henson has previously served on the

HDC board: "I live in the [Brookwood] Historic District and like to help

promote the benefits of our historic districts and to share the goals of

maintaining a viable and ''correct'' district."

Our second new commissioner, Camille Fox, has lived in Brookwood

for 20 years: "My past shaped my love for historic architecture that

GHDC membersnew commission members

Please call

704-854-6652 or email

planning@cityofgastonia.com

for HDC application submittal

information.

www.gastoniahistoricdistricts.com.

sketch by Bob Sullivan
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local historic district
WHAT IS THE VALUE IN BEING PART OF ONE?

GHDC staff asked Brett Sturm, a restoration specialist with the State Historic Preservation Office in Raleigh,

the importance of local historic districts. "The preservation of historic architecture helps ensure that a

community’s past achievements will be available for study, enjoyment, and celebration by future generations.

There are many arguments to be made along these lines in Gastonia—that its proud industrial history as a

leading textile town, not only in NC but in all of the US, is reflected in both its commercial and residential

architecture, and that it is a history worth knowing and telling. In other words—Gastonia is super cool, but

without physical traces of its past around to point and marvel at, how can we continue to show people how

cool it is?

[Additionally], there is a positive correlation between local historic district designations and socioeconomic

factors like property values, employment rates, business growth rates, et cetera. Correlation does not imply

causation, as we know, but I do earnestly believe the survival of some older buildings in the quilt of a city’s

built environment makes for happier, and therefore more productive, residents." 

For those of you interested in the links between socioeconomic health and historic preservation, the most

recent work of Donovan Rypkema and his consulting firm PlaceEconomics may be of interest: Twenty-Four
Reasons Historic Preservation is Good for Your Community.

calling all brookwood residents
FOR PARTICIPATION AND INPUT

The City of Gastonia recently agreed to take ownership of the corner property at Dale Avenue and US 321/

York Road. The City will be hosting an online zoom meeting with residents of the Brookwood neighborhood

on Tuesday, September 22nd from 6-7pm  to discuss the City’s goals in ownership of the property, and

gather feedback from the neighborhood concerning the property. If you are interested, the zoom link is

provided below. If you have trouble accessing zoom, you are welcome to call in to the telephone number

provided below the link ("Dial in by your location" -either number will work) and will be able to hear and

participate in the discussion. We look forward to seeing/hearing you there.

BACKGROUND: The building at the corner of Dale Avenue and US-321 S York Road sustained extensive

damage to the point where owner determined the best course of action was demolition. The building had

previously housed a variety of businesses: most recently an electronics repair business, a gift shop, and was

soon to become veterinarian’s office when the accident occurred. The owner contacted the planning

department about donating the property to the City. It should be noted that the intersection of Dale

Avenue/Jackson Road and US-321 S York Road is configured in such a way that makes the timing of the

traffic signal difficult, causing additional delays for traffic passing through it. The City considers this an

opportunity to acquire property that would likely be needed for future reconfiguring of that intersection.

There are no current plans or funding for this future realignment.

Join the Zoom Meeting 
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81939535607?pwd=SjRsYjVSSHhLcDlRdUFFcmtrTmk1dz09

Meeting ID: 819 3953 5607 

Passcode: 571054 

Dial by your location (use either number) 

        +1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago) 

        +1 646 558 8656 US (New York)
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Architecture History

Local Preservation

Enabling Legislation

African American

Heritage Commission

Comprehensive

Community

Preservation

Secretary of the Interior

Standards

NC State Historic

Preservation Office (SHPO)

has provided online videos

for historic preservation

boards as well as for

anyone interested in

learning about historic

preservation. 

These videos called FY2020

NC SHPO Certified Local

Government (CLG) Training

Series, have been uploaded

to the Department of

Natural and Cultural

Resources (DNCR) YouTube

page

.https://www.youtube.com/

playlist?

list=PL0D3Ny2CaPzmP4Gf

Scj_X80_l3NYk0Nba  

The series includes the
following classes:

If you are interested in the

workings of Historic District

Commissions and

Preservation Boards or in

historic preservation in

general, I would encourage

you to tune in. 

HISTORIC PRESERVATION

ONLINE VIDEOSentrance renovation
SEEN IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD

in November of 2018,

staff for the GHDC

received an

application for a

Certificate of

Appropriateness for a

new entrance and

porch at 1216 Jackson

Road, in the

Brookwood Historic

District (BHD). The

applicant, Sandra

Cristina Silva 

"GHDC showed great support! They encouraged us through our renovation

process while keeping us within the guidelines established by them. There

were really no demands or requests that were out of the ordinary.

Everything made sense with keeping the neighborhood looking its best!

The home we purchased needed extensive renovations on the outside and

inside. Because we needed a brand new entry to the home -which used to

be on the side of the house - we had to apply for a Certificate

of Appropriateness.   We now have a front entry and a beautiful front

porch! The process to get approval was completed within a reasonable

amount of time. It did not cause any major delays as we originally thought.

The team guided us through the process when we needed assistance.  The

whole process was made easy because of the people involved. No matter

how we reached out to them, via phone, email, or in person, we always

found someone who was very patient and helpful. They were also very

personable and seemed to know about our specific project!"

proposed a change to the entrance of the house and a new extended

porch. While considered "non-contributing" to the district, this house is

described in the property inventory as a unique, one story rear faced "T"

shape home with an interior end chimney and gambrel roof, with wood

clad siding atop a slab foundation, built in 1938. We asked Sandra about

her experience with the GHDC: 

-Sandra Cristina Silva 

original house design



Side and rear yard fences

and walls.

Landscaping projects

including removal of any

size tree determined by

the Planning Department

to be diseased or dead.

New roof coverings

involving a change in the

material used or its color.

Chimney and foundation

repairs including vents and

access doors.

Site improvements,

including but not limited

to satellite dishes,

swimming pools, tennis

and basketball courts, and

outdoor hot tubs.

Painting of new

construction and

repainting existing colors

other than to the same

color, the original color or

white.

Exterior lighting fixtures.

Removal of asbestos or

other artificial siding.

Replacement of exterior

stairs, landings, and steps.

Minor work items require a

Certificate of

Appropriateness, however,

can be approved by the

Planning Staff, or a

subcommittee of the GHDC.

Subcommittee meetings are

informal meetings and

include 3 members of the

GHDC and staff. Some

examples of minor work are:

major or minor?apartment renovation

In March of 2020, staff for the GHDC received an application for a

Certificate of Appropriateness for renovations at 515-519 W Sixth Avenue,

These apartments, located in the York-Chester Historic District (YCHD) and

considered "Contributing" to the district, were built in 1942. We asked

Norman Baucom, the property owner, his thoughts on owning property in

the YCHD and working with the GHDC on this project, which among other

improvements, included paving the driveways and defining the areas of

landscape and parking.

"Our experience with the HDC was great. We did not apply for a COA

before we did our rehab because we didn’t know we had to have one. We

did not change the structure or the “look” of the property, we just fixed

what was there and brought things up to current standards. 

Our impression of the approval process was great. All the members were

totally in favor of our rehab. They were familiar with how it was there

before and they were grateful.  We would rate the support from the board

as a “10”.  The board was very gracious and approved us very quickly. 

We bought the property as an investment because of its close proximity to

the Fuse district. We like old stuff. "
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MINOR WORK

SEEN IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD

Apartments previous to renovation

-Norman Baucom



Signing in
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MAJOR WORK

major or minor?

New construction of or

additions to buildings

and exterior remodeling.

Demolition of a structure

or any part thereof.

Moving of structures.

Signs; however,

temporary signs (real

estate, political etc.)

which do not exceed

four (4) square feet are

not restricted.

New accessory buildings.

Parking lots.

Replacement of

architectural details

when there will be a

change in design or

materials from the

existing ones.

Any other work involving

a significant change in

the design, material or

exterior appearance of a

building, structure or

other appurtenance

feature and not

otherwise specifically

characterized herein.

Major work must be

approved by the full GHDC.

In general, these are items,

which involve a change in

the appearance of a

building or landscape and

are more substantial in

nature than minor work

items.  GHDC meetings for

major works are scheduled

for the fourth Thursday of

the month. Applications

are due 14 business days

before the meeting date.

Examples of Major Work

include the following:

"[The] GHDC was extremely helpful, it allowed us to update with

minimal paperwork. Their employees were extremely courteous and

helpful. [The] GHDC were surprisingly energetic and helpful! They made

the experience pleasurable. When my wife and I (Noel) took over my

father's dental practice, we knew it needed to be revitalized to stay up

with modern times [and so we applied for a COA for the new sign]. I

believe that there was minimal bureaucracy in moving forward and [the

COA process] was very efficient.

My father (John Fox) purchased this property in 1974 after recently

leaving the army as a dentist. He moved here because he was advised

by a close friend while in the army that the outskirts of Charlotte would

be an ideal place to start a practice. I (Noel) moved back here with my

family because I've always liked Gastonia as a child! Now, my daughter

(Dani Fox) has moved back to Gastonia after graduating from UNC

School of Dentistry to join us at our practice.

We wish GHDC would be more proactive with dealing with these large

pin oaks that line the streets of Historical Gastonia. They seem to be

getting more dangerous as they get older. Classic example is what

happened on fifth street where a tree fell into a house. There is a tree

across from my office that concerns us."**  

SEEN IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD

In February of 2019, staff for the GHDC received an application for a

Certificate of Appropriateness by John Fox at 601 S York Street for a new

business sign. This building, located in the York-Chester Historic District

(YCHD) is referred to in the inventory as the Waggoner and Wallace office

building, a non-contributing one-story, Modernist building, and was built

around 1959. We asked Fox Dentistry some questions  on having a business

in a historic building and neighborhood and working with the GHDC on

this project:

**Staff addresses this concern in the Tree Focused City article in this issue

-Noel Fox



photo by Tom Hauer

photo by Tom Hauer

photo by Tom Hauer
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BENEFITS & COA APPROVALS

landscaping

The historic districts have been showing off their

fine landscaping this past spring and summer! Local

photographer and York-Chester historic district

resident, Tom Hauer, has generously shared these

photos of neighborhood gardens with us.

As we've been through a stressful 6 months with the

COVID-19 pandemic, nature has been refuge to

many of us- even neighborhood landscapes and

features are important as they contribute

significantly to our well-being and quality of life. For

example, just looking at plants is shown to reduce

blood pressure. Walking through a natural

environment, even in the middle of a city, improves

attention and memory. Additionally, trees and

shrubs improve soil and water conservation, store

carbon, moderate local climate by providing shade,

regulate temperature extremes, increase wildlife

habitat and improve the land's capacity to adapt to

climate change.

Generally speaking, landscaping projects do not
need an approved Certificate of Appropriateness
(COA) before work has started, unless there is
hardscaping involved, such as retaining walls or
paved paths, or tree removal.

Minor landscaping, including vegetable and flower

gardens, shrubbery and tree planting, as well as and

pruning trees and shrubbery are considered

"Ordinary Maintenance and Repair" and a Certificate

of Appropriateness is not required.
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tree REMOVAL IN THE DISTRICTS
HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION APPROVAL PROCESS 

tree news

Dead or dying branches      

Brown leaves out of season    

Liquid oozing from wounds     

Mushrooms growing from bark

It’s been an eventful year for trees in our neighborhood.

We were spared from fall cankerworms and heavy ice

storms, but torrential rains and wind bursts brought down

some very large trees – thankfully, no one was injured. 

It’s a good time of year to inspect trees for damage or

decline. The most common trees in our area are water oak

and willow oak, both of which tend to drop branches in

old age. Take some time each week to walk around your

trees and look up into the canopies – you’re likely to see

something that would otherwise go unnoticed. Some

defects to look for are:        

If you’re not sure what to look for, feel free to contact

the City Arborist with any questions. If you notice a

hazardous looking tree on your neighbor’s property, I

recommend you reach out to them personally about your

concerns. 

They can then contact the City for a follow-up

about any potential hazard the tree might

pose. Sometimes we become concerned about

trees that are very large and imposing, and

think the safest bet will be to have them

removed before they pose a risk. I completely

understand that way of thinking, but I also

urge restraint when it comes to unnecessarily

removing trees.

We have to remember that trees are the

environmental equity of our community; they

provide many more benefits as a collective

than as individuals.

Trees are inherent to the historic properties

of our neighborhood, and it is our

responsibility to ensure a healthy, thriving

urban forest for future generations to enjoy.

--Robert Stroud

 Robert can be contacted at 704-914-7921.

BY ROBERT STROUD, MUNICIPAL ARBORIST

For tree removal that involves removing trees 8" or less in diameter, once the application is received, it

takes less than a week to process with staff approval and usually just a few days.

For tree removal that involves removing trees 8" or more in diameter that are determined dead or

diseased, once the application is received, it takes less than a week to process with staff approval and

usually just a few days.

For tree removal that involves removing trees that are 8" or more in diameter that are determined to be

healthy, full commission approval is necessary. The commission meets once monthly, on the fourth

Thursday of the month.

While a building can be renovated or restored, vegetation cannot, therefore it is critical that mature and

historic trees contributing to the character of the district be preserved and maintained. Residents will need

to fill out an application for a Certificate of Appropriateness (COA) and receive approval before removing a

tree, whether it is dead or diseased (unless already fallen), whether it is healthy but determined by a

structural engineer as damaging property, or whether it needs to be removed for a landscaping/other

project. For applications please visit : www.gastoniahistoricdistricts.com, call 704-854-6652 or email

planning@cityofgastonia.com.



tree focused city
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The City of Gastonia is taking as proactive an approach

as possible in maintaining city right of way (ROW) trees

and the city's new digital tree inventory is evidence of

that. As we are not able to monitor every public tree all

hours of the day, we rely on citizens to call in when they

suspect a tree near them could be a hazard. For every

large one that fails and causes damages, there are 10 the

city has removed when they became a visible hazard. 

The digital tree inventory of all the city trees in the city

ROW was done in 2019 by Davey Resource Group and is

kept up to date by the municipal arborist. It includes

location data as well as data about the health of the

trees, including those that are an imminent threat.

Along with helping the municipal arborist in

maintaining city trees, it is a tool that calculates the air

quality, and energy and water benefits of our urban

canopy.  The public can access this inventory with the

following link, however only city staff can see the risk

ratings of trees - the public sees locations of trees, and

information about species and benefits.

http://gastonianc.treekeepersoftware.com/

DIGITAL TREE INVENTORY, TREE ORDINANCE, AND TREE COMMISSION

Other tree focused initiatives that the city has undertaken

recently is a new tree ordinance that was unanimously

approved by City Council at their May 5, 2020 City Council

meeting. “We want to encourage developers and business

owners to think ahead when identifying expansion projects

on public and private property throughout the City,” said

Assistant City Manager Quentin McPhatter. “The goal is to

develop policies and guidelines that preserve and maintain

existing trees and planting new ones. It’s also about

sustaining a tree canopy that supports a healthy

community through better air quality, shade, groundwater

preservation, and other amenities.”

As part of the tree ordinance, a Tree Advisory Commission is
in the midst of being created and will consist of residents of

the city. This Commission will serve to advocate for the

preservation and ongoing renewal of Gastonia’s urban

forest and landscape; to educate the residents of Gastonia

about the importance of trees and landscaping as they

pertain to our quality of life; and, to advise and support City

Council and assist City leaders on issues affecting Gastonia's

urban forest. 

TREE ORDINANCETREE INVENTORY

TREE ADVISORY COMMISSION

If you are interested in serving

on this commission, please visit

https://www.cityofgastonia.com

/citizen-committees.html and

fill out an application.

 A snapshot of the TreeKeeper

software showing the city's public

tree inventory and calculated

benefits.


